APIs

Enrich your customer experiences with ConnectureDRX APIs.
Accelerate your digital transformation. Achieve maximum workflow flexibility and
web site differentiation.

Many large health plans, PBMs, FMOs and other organizations use ConnectureDRX APIs to offer a robust
customer experience for Medicare shopping, quoting and enrollment, and for drug comparison in both the
Medicare and individual/group (U65) markets.
ConnectureDRX APIs do everything we do on our hosted sites and more. Our data powers every kind of experience
from entering a zip code to completing an enrollment.

“90% of payers believe APIs are
essential to their business strategy.”

Our API customers extend beyond payers too.
They are diverse and varied.

Put your data to work in the right place at the right time.
ConnectureDRX API’s offer ultimate flexibility and versatility to support our customers’ member-focused journeys.
Easily implement missing pieces into current workflows. Start from scratch or add to your platform. Either way your
organization and your members benefit.
Our APIs are designed for ease-of-use for your development teams. Build your own sites, include your own look
and feel, branding and functionality. Think of our APIs as sitting behind the scenes delivering data as requested by
your customers and users. In simple terms, our APIs act as messengers taking customer requests to your system
and returning a response back to each customer.

Here are a few highlights of ConnectureDRX data delivered via APIs:
The most accurate drug pricing and annual estimates in the Medicare industry, including:
• Plan data from multiple carriers
• Supports plan types: MA, MADP, PDP, MedSupp, Ancillary
• Guided drug cost calculations
• Formulary and pharmacy pricing information
• Monthly out-of-pocket cost estimates as beneficiaries move through different benefit cost phases
• Dosage-specific pricing
• Drug pricing/pharmacy data updated every 2 weeks. Formulary data is updated monthly.

Extensive Database of Therapeutic Drug Alternatives
• 42,000 active NDCS in 140 classes
• For Medicare AND drug plans. Lower-cost alternatives
help improve medication adherence, a key measure for

Ease-of-Use Keeps Members on Your Familiar Platform
• Improve interoperability by fitting ConnectureDRX APIs
into your current workflows

•

member outcomes and for Medicare plans to impact

member experience

•

Star ratings.

Beneficiaries can view all available plans as part of their
No retraining of members by changing platforms. Use
what you currently have and make it better.

API Experience and Longevity
• Proven and time-tested APIs in the healthcare technology space
• 15+ years API and drug pricing experience
• Our service, product and technology teams have extensive experience with healthcare APIs

Now it’s easier than ever to make your shopping and enrollment platform, drug
comparison tool and member experience whole. Choose ConnectureDRX APIs.
Our competitors lack in key areas where we excel. Competitive platforms do not offer the same
level of detail and accuracy in their drug pricing/pharmacies, and other data, as ConnectureDRX.

Sample of a Personalized Member Experience using ConnectureDRX APIs:
Pharmacy
& subsidy

Age,
health status

Multiple pharmacies,
different prices reflected

Drug pricing updated
every two weeks.

Extensive
database of drugs
and therapeutic
alternatives
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Benefit phases
reflected for each
drug in medicine
cabinet.
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The most accurate
drug pricing leads to
reliable, out-of-pocket
estimates (monthly)

